Abstract. One source of partial information in databases is the need to combine information from several databases. Even if each database is complete for some \world", the combined databases will not be, and answers to queries against such combined databases can only be approximated. In this paper we describe various situations in which a precise answer cannot be obtained for a query asked against multiple databases. Based on an analysis of these situations, we propose a classication of constructs that can be used to model approximations.
Introduction
The idea of using approximate answers to queries against databases with partial informationhas been known in the database literature for more than ten years. In his classical papers, Lipski 18, 19] suggested to use two approximations to answer queries for which a precise answer can not be found. The lower approximation consists of those objects for which one can conclude with certainty that they belong to the answer to the query. The upper approximation consists of those objects for which one can conclude that they may belong to the answer.
However, it was not until ten years later that it was observed by Buneman, Davidson and Watters 3] that those pairs of approximations may not only be regarded as results of query evaluation, but may also be used as a representation mechanism for certain kinds partial data. Moreover, this kind of partiality is different from traditional models such as null values and disjunctive information. If a query is asked against several databases, the combined database may not be complete even if each database is complete for some \world". Hence, incompleteness shows up in the form of an answer to query, rather than (or in addition to) incompleteness of the stored data as in the classical models.
John 15K ? _ John ? 076 = John 15K 076 (Note that taking this join makes sense only if Name is a key.)
Hence, a sandwich (for a query Q) is a pair of relations U and L such that U is an upper bound or an upper approximation to Q, L is a lower bound or a lower approximation to Q, and U and L are consistent.
Let U and L be a pair of consistent relations. What is the semantics of the sandwich (U; L)? That is, the family of possible answers to Q that U and L approximate. To answer this question { at this stage, only informally { we appeal to the idea of representing partial objects as elements of ordered sets. In a graphical representation, ordered sets will be shown as triangles standing on one of their vertices that represents the minimal, or bottom element. The side opposite to it represents maximal elements. In our interpretation the order means \being more informative", and maximal elements correspond to complete descriptions, i.e. those that do not have any partial information at all.
The graphical representation of a sandwich (U; L) is shown in the rst picture in gure 1. Trapezoids standing on U and L represent graphically elements of the whole space which are bigger than an element of U or L respectively. The semantics of a sandwich is a family of sets such as the one denoted by three bullets in the picture. Such sets X satisfy two properties. First, each element same John is represented by both databases. Hence we infer that he is in the o ce 076 and his salary is 15K. Similarly for Michael we infer that he is in the o ce 320 and his salary is 14K. We can regard the newly constructed relations as another approximation for TA. But this one satis es a much stronger consistency condition than sandwiches: every record in the lower approximation is at least as informative as some record in the upper approximation. Such pairs, called mixes, were introduced in 10]. Semantics of mixes is de ned in exactly the same way as semantics of sandwiches: we look at sets that represent all elements of the lower approximation and whose elements are representable by the upper approximation. In Figure 1 , a set shown by four bullets is such.
Approximating by many relations. Let us consider a more complicated situation. Assume that CS1 has two sections: CS1 1 and CS1 2 , and each section requires a teaching assistant. Assume that we have a pool of prospective TAs for each section that includes those graduate students who volunteered to TA for that section. Suppose that the selection of TAs has been made, and those selected have been entered in the database of employees, while the database of prospective TAs remained unchanged. This is represented by an example below: Figure 1 .
Employees
The semantics of a scone is a family of sets X that satisfy two properties. First, each set in the lower approximation contributes at least one element to X.
That is, 8L 2 L9l 2 L9x 2 X : l x. Second, each element of X is approximated by some element of U. This is the same condition as for mixes and sandwiches. Now assume that the Name eld is a key. Since there is no entry for Jim in Employees, then Jim could not have been chosen as a possible TA for a section of CS1. Similarly, Helen can be removed from CS1 2 . Hence, one can remove Jim and Helen from CS1 1 and CS1 2 and infer some of the null elds as we did before in order to obtain mixes from sandwiches. In the new approximation that we obtain, the condition expressing consistency is much stronger: now every element of every set in the lower approximation is at least as informative as some element of the upper approximation. Such constructions are called snacks, see 20, 21] . (The reason for this name is that they were initially thought of { not quite correctly, as we shall show { as \many sandwiches", hence snacks.)
The graphical representation of a snack with a two-element L is given in Figure 1 . The semantics of snacks is de ned precisely as the semantics of scones.
For example, in Figure 1 the four-bullet set is in the semantics of (U; fL 1 ; L 2 g).
Thus, it is only the consistency condition that makes scones di erent from snacks.
Finally, what if we have arbitrary data coming from two independent databases that may not be consistent? For instance, there may be anomalies in the data that ruin various consistency conditions. Then we need a model that would not require any consistency condition at all. Such a model was introduced in 16]. Since it is in essence \all others put together", it is called salad.
Goals of the paper and organization. The main problem that we address in this paper is building the general theory of approximate answers to queries against independent databases. In particular, we address the following questions. Note that the problems of approximation have been studied by the datalog community; see, for example, 6, 7] . There are, however, major di erences between the problems that are addressed. In papers like 6, 7] information is complete, and using approximations reduces the complexity of query evaluation. For example, upper and lower envelopes are de ned as datalog programs whose result would always be superset (subset) of a given program P. If P is a recursive program, envelopes are usually sought in the class of conjunctive queries. Secondly, approximating relations are usually de ned as subset or superset.
In contrast, in our approach the reason for approximating is incompleteness of information. Approximations arise as best possible answers to queries that one can get, and not as best answers that can be computed within a given complexity class. Moreover, the notions of approximations that arise are much more sophisticated than simple subsets and supersets.
The paper is organized in follows. In section 2 we explain the approach of 4, 15] to databases with partial information that treats database objects as subsets of some partially ordered space of descriptions. The meaning of the ordering is \being more informative". Then we explain a \data-oriented" paradigm for the query language design 5]. It is based on incorporating operations naturally associated with datatypes into a query language 2]. To nd such operations, one describes the semantic domains of those datatype via universality properties.
In section 3 we use the ordered semantics to give formal models of approximations and classify them. The main part of the paper is section 4 in which we show that most of the constructs possess universality properties. This tells us what the important operations on approximations are. We also obtain results of a new kind, saying that some constructs do not possess universality properties.
In section 5 we discuss programming with approximation. We explain problems with using the data-oriented approach together with operations arising from the universality properties. Then we we suggest an encoding of approximation constructs with or-sets 14, 17] and explain how the language for or-sets from 17] is suitable for programming with approximations. Complex objects are constructed from the base objects by using the record and the set type constructors. Hence, one has to lift an order to records and sets. Lifting to records is done componentwise: Name: Joe; Age:?] Name: Joe; Age: 28]. Lifting an order to sets is harder. This problem also arises in the semantics of concurrency, where a number of solutions have been proposed, see 11]. Here we consider two, which turn out to be suitable for our problems.
Given an ordered set hA; i, its subsets can be ordered by the Hoare Data-oriented programming. In this subsection we give an overview of the data-orientation as a programming language paradigm (cf. 5]) and demonstrate one instance of this approach: a language for sets.
Databases are designed using some data models, e.g. relational, complex object, etc. To program with data, it is necessary to represent the concept of a data model in a programming language. The best way to do it is to use type systems. This often allows static type-checking of programs which is particularly important in handling large data as run-time errors are very costly. To ensure that the type system is not too restrictive and does not limit the programmer's freedom, we allow all type constructors to be polymorphic, e.g. the set type constructor can be applied to any type, the product type constructor can be applied to any pair of types etc. For example, types of complex objects are given by the grammar t ::= b j l 1 : t; : : :; l n : t] j ftg, where b ranges over base types.
It was suggested in 5] that one use introduction and elimination operations associated with a type constructor as primitives of a programming language. The introduction operations are needed to construct objects of a given type whereas the elimination operations are used for doing computations over them. For example, record formation is the introduction operation for records, and projections are the elimination operations.
Databases work with various kinds of collections. To nd the introduction and elimination operations, it was suggested in 2] to look for operations naturally associated with collections. To do so, one often characterizes the semantic domains of collection types via universality properties, which tell us what the introduction and the elimination operations are.
Assume that we have a collection type constructor (like sets, bags etc.) that we denote by C( ) and a type t. By universality property we mean that the following is true about C(t)] ], the semantic domain of type C(t) of collections of elements of type t. It is possible to nd a set of operations on C(t)] ] and a map : t] ] ! C(t)] ] such that for any other -algebra hX; i and a map f : t] ] ! X there exists a unique -homomorphism f + that makes the rst diagram in gure 2 commute.
If we are successful in identifying and , then we can make them the introduction operations. The reason is that now any object of type C(t) can be constructed from objects of type t by rst embedding them into type C(t) by means of , and then constructing more complex objects using the operations from . The elimination operation is a higher-order operation that takes f as an input and returns f + . Now let us see what these operations are for sets. The semantic domain of ftg is P fin ( t] ]), the nite powerset of elements of t. For any set X, P fin (X) is the free semilattice generated by X. Thus, consists of ; and and is the singleton formation: (x) = fxg of type t ! ftg. In order to apply the data-oriented paradigm to the approximation constructs, we rst need formal models of those, and then the universality properties for those models.
Formal models of approximations
In this section we reexamine the approximation constructs by applying the idea of representing objects with partial information as elements of ordered sets. We need the notion of consistency in posets: x; y 2 A are consistent (written x"y) if x; y z for some z 2 A. For records consistency means joinable, as in 24].
Recall that a sandwich is given by an upper approximation U and a lower approximation L that satisfy the following consistency condition: for every l 2 L, there is u 2 U such that u and l are consistent. Representing objects in approximatingsets as elements of some posets, we can formally de ne sandwiches over a poset hA; i as pairs (U; L) of nite antichains that satisfy the consistency condition: 8l 2 L 9u 2 U : u"l 3].
The consistency condition for mixes says that every element in the lower approximation is at least as informative as some element of the upper. Thus, a mix 10] over a poset hA; i is a pair of nite antichains (U; L) satisfying the following consistency condition: 8l 2 L 9u 2 U : u l (i.e. U v ] L.)
In a scone, the lower approximation is a family of sets. The consistency condition says that for each set in the lower approximation, at least one element is consistent with an element of the upper. Hence a scone 21] over hA; i is a pair (U; L) where U is a nite antichain, and L = fL 1 ; : : :; L k g is a family of nite nonempty antichains which is itself an antichain with respect to v ] . That is, L i 6 v ] L j if i 6 = j. The consistency condition is 8L 2 L 9l 2 L 9u 2 u : u"l.
Snacks are obtained from scones exactly as mixes are obtained from sandwiches: by using the assumption about keys, additional information is inferred. Thus, the consistency condition is similar to that of mixes, and snacks 20, 21] can be de ned as pairs (U; L) where U is a nite antichain, and L = fL 1 ; : : :; L k g is a family of nite nonempty antichains which is itself an antichain with respect to v ] . The consistency condition for snacks is 8L 2 L 8l 2 L 9u 2 u : u l.
One can see that there are three main parameters that may vary and give rise to new constructs. First, the lower approximation is either a set or a set of sets. Second, the consistency condition is of form Ql 2 L 9u 2 U C(u; l) for simple lower approximations and 8L 2 L Ql 2 L 9u 2 U C(u; l) for multi-set lower approximations, where Q is either 8 or 9 and C(u; l) is a condition that relates u and l. Third, the condition C(u; l) is either u l or u"l.
Thus, we have eight constructions since each of the parameters { the structure of the lower approximation, the quanti er Q and the condition C(u; l) { has two possible values. For constructs with a simple lower approximation we use notation P, for constructs with multi-set lower approximation we use P P. The superscript consists of the quanti er Q, followed by^if C(u; l) is u"l. For constructs with no consistency condition we use the superscript ;.
Ten possible constructs that arise are shown below. We denote the family of sandwiches over A by P 8^( A), mixes by P 8 (A), snacks by P P 8 (A) etc.
type of consistency condition (quanti er{condition) L-part 8 u l 8 u"l 9 u l 9 u"l no condition one set P 8 (mix) P 8^( sandwich) P 9 P 9^P; family of sets P P 
Universality properties of approximations
The avor of the results. Before we give the results about universality of P i (A) and P P i (A), let us give a quick overview. The desired result would be to obtain the rst diagram in gure 3, where (x) = (fxg; fxg) for P i (A) and (x) = (fxg; ffxgg) for P P i (A). That is, every monotone map f can be extended to a monotone homomorphism f + . Unfortunately, this is not always possible and here is the reason. Let x"y in A. If P 8^( A) or P P 9^( A) were free algebras generated by A, then there would be a way to construct the sandwich (fxg; fyg) and the scone (fxg; ffygg) from the singletons ( ). But this way must use the information about consistency in A and therefore can not be \universal"! Therefore, we shall settle for less by making the generating poset convey the information about consistency in A. We de ne the consistent closure of A as A"A = f(a; b) j a 2 A; b 2 A; a"bg The consistent closure of A can be embedded into P i (A) and P P i (A) (where i 2 f9^; 8^g) by means of the functions " (x; y) = (fxg; fyg) and " (x) = (fxg; ffygg). Since A"A interacts in a certain way with the structure of approximations, we shall seek the result like the one in the second diagram in gure 3.
In this case we say that P i (A) or P P i (A) is freely generated by A"A with respect to the class C of monotone maps.
We need two kinds of algebras de ned in 22]. A bisemilattice hB; +; i is an algebra with two semilattice (idempotent, commutative, associative) operations.
It is called distributive if both distributive laws hold. A left normal band hB; i is an algebra with an idempotent associative operation such that x y z = x z y. In what follows, we describe the algebras, admissibility conditions on functions that determine the class C (when needed), then give the interpretation of the algebraic operations, and then present the results.
Universality of P 8 (A) (mixes) Algebra. A mix algebra hM; +; 2; ei has partially ordered carrier M, one monotone binary operation + and one monotone unary operation 2. hM; +; ei is a semilattice with identity e, and in addition the following equations must hold: 1) 2(x+y) = 2x+2y. 2) 22x = 2x. 3) 2x x. 4) x+2x = x. 5) x+2y x.
Interpretation of operations. The ordering is interpreted as v B . For the operations, (U; L) + (V; M) = (min(U V ); max(L M)), 2(U; L) = (U; ;) and e = (;; ;). Theorem1 10]. P 8 (A) is the free mix algebra generated by A. Theorem 4. P 9 (A) is the free distributive bi-LNB algebra generated by A. 2 Universality of P ; (A) Algebra. In a bi-mix algebra hB; +; 2; 3i, hB; +; 2i is a mix algebra, x = 2x+3x and hB; +; 3i is a dual mix algebra, i.e. 3 is a closure (3 is monotone, 3x x, 33x = 3x and 3(x + y) = 3x + 3y), and x + 3x = x and x + 3y x. Interpretation. +; 2 and e are interpreted as for mixes, and 3(U; L) = (;; L).
Theorem 5. P ; (A) is the free bi-mix algebra generated by A.
2
Universality of P P 8 (A) (snacks) Algebra. A snack algebra is a bisemilattice hB; +; i in which + has the identity e (i.e. x + e = e + x = x.) Order: x y i x y = x. Theorem8. Let + be a set of operations on P P 9 (A) such that + is a derived operation. Then P P 9 (A) is not the free ordered + -algebra generated by A. 2 Universality of P P 9^( A) (scones) Algebra. A scone algebra is an algebra hSc; +; ; ei where + is a semilattice operation with identity e, is a left normal band operation, + and distribute over each other, the absorption laws hold and e x = e. In other words, a scone algebra is an \almost distributive lattice" { commutativity of one of the operations is replaced by the law of the left normal bands.
Order. x y = x y + y x is a semilattice operation. Then x y i x y = x. 
Theorem9. 1) P P 9^(
A) is the free scone algebra generated by A"A with respect to the admissible maps.
2) P P 9^(
A) is the free scone algebra generated by A with respect to the sconeadmissible maps.
3) Let Sc be a set of operations on scones such that +; and e are derived operations. Then P P 9^( A) is not the free ordered Sc -algebra generated by A. 2
Universality of P P ; (A) Algebra. A salad algebra hSd; +; ; 2; 3i has two semilattice operations + and and two unary operation 2 and 3, and the following equations hold: 1) x (y + z) = x y + x z. 2) x = 2x + 3x. 3) 2(x + y) = 2x + 2y = 2x 2y = 2(x y). 4) 3(x+y) = 3x+3y. 5) 3(x y) = 3x 3y. 6) 2x 3y = 2x. 7) 3x 3y+3x = 3x. 8) 33x = 3x. 9) 22x = 2x.
Interpretation. + and are interpreted as for snacks, and 2 and 3 as for P ; (A). Theorem10. P P ; (A) is the free salad algebra generated by A. 2 Summing up, there are four kinds of operations naturally associated with the approximations: union operations (like +), pairwise union operations (like ), skewed versions of the above (like and ) and modal operations (2 and 3.) In this section we consider programming with approximations. First, we turn the universality properties of approximation constructs into programming syntax. The languages thus obtained have a number of drawbacks. To overcome their problems, we look at the semantic connection between approximations and sets and or-sets, that suggests an encoding of the approximation constructions.
Using universality properties. Because 
f un f + (;; ;) = e j f + ( " (x; y)) = f (x;y) j f + (S1 + S2) = u(f + (S1); f + (S2)) j f + (2S) = h(f + (S)) Structural recursion has a number of parameters: in addition to f, they include e; u and h prescribing its action in all possible cases of constructing a new mix/sandwich. Similarly to the case of sets, one might ask if, by setting these parameters in such a way that they do not obey the laws of the equational theory, one may write ill-de ned programs. This is indeed the case. In fact, Theorem 11. It is undecidable whether the structural recursion on mixes or sandwiches is well-de ned for a given choice of e; u and h. 2 The solution that worked for sets was to impose syntactic restrictions on the general form of structural recursion. In the case of mixes a similar restriction yields mix ext(f) = f + (;; ;); f; +; 2] of type t mix ! s mix, provided f sends elements of type t to s mix. But this alone does not eliminate the need to verify preconditions when we use the ordered semantics. Functions agree with the ordered semantics i they are monotone 16]. Thus, monotonicity of f is needed for well-de nedness of mix ext. Now if we disregard the second components in mixes, then we obtain the structural recursion on sets. Hence, its restriction to the ext operator gives us the nested relational algebra. However, Theorem 12. If sets are ordered by v , then it is undecidable whether the semantics of an expression in the nested relational algebra is a monotone function.
We can observe the same phenomenon for other approximations. Thus, turning universality properties into syntax, we encounter a number of problems. Most operations used in the universality properties for approximations are not as intuitive as union or intersection. All approximations have di erent equational characterizations, and there are several forms of structural recursion and the ext primitives. A language that contains all of them is going to be too complicated to comprehend even for a theoretician, let alone a programmer. Veri cation of preconditions can not be taken care of by the compiler as the preconditions are undecidable { even for the ext operations when the ordered model is used. Therefore, we need a unifying framework for programming with approximations.
Using or-sets. Recall that or-sets are sets of disjunctive possibilities: an or-set h1; 2; 3i denotes an integer which is 1, or 2 or 3. A language or-NRL was proposed in 17]. Its type system includes, in addition to sets and records, the or-set type constructor hti. Its expressions include those in the nested relational algebra and an or-set analog for each set operation. In addition, there is an operation of type fhtig ! hftgi which essentially converts a conjunctive normal form into disjunctive normal form by picking one element from each or-set in the input.
If we look at how approximations are ordered, and recall that v is used for sets and v ] is used for or-sets, then this suggests the following encoding of the approximation constructs. In fact, there is a very close semantic connection between or-sets and approximations that further justi es this connection 16].
Approximations Encoding t mix; t sand and similar hti ftg t snack; t scone and similar hti fhtig To show that this encoding can be used to program with approximations, let L ? be the language obtained from the restricted form of structural recursion (ext) for each approximation ? that admits a universality property. Then Theorem13. Using the encoding of approximation constructs with sets and orsets, the following can be expressed in or-NRL. 1 . All operations on approximations arising from the universality properties. 2. Orderings on approximations and tests for the consistency conditions.
3. All languages L ? . 2 This encoding has been used in practice. In 12] it was shown how OR-SML, an SML based DBPL whose core language is essentially or-NRL can be used to de ne the promotion operation of 3], which forces a sandwich into a mix using assumptions about keys. It was also shown that a simple change in the program allows to drop the key assumption, getting an or-set of possible solutions.
Conclusion
All existing papers on approximate answers to queries against independent databases ( 3, 10, 20, 21]) did not address two important problems, which we have to look at in order to build a general theory. First, we need a classi cation of models. In each of those papers, only one or two models are considered. The second problem is programming with the approximation constructs. In its rudimentary form it was considered in 3], but no general principles were known.
Our goal was to address these two problems. Using the approach to partial information based on representing partiality via orders on objects, we have given formal models of approximate answers to queries. We have characterized most of the approximation constructs via their universality properties. Finally, we have used the operations given by the universality properties as primitives of a language, and shown that the language arising this way can be embedded into the language for conjunctive and disjunctive sets from 17] .
A number of open problems remain. For two constructs no universality results are known, and we strongly suspect that negative results can be proved. Standard procedures for querying independent databases, implemented in the language of 17], admit some interesting optimizations that must be further studied. It may be interesting to explore the connection between our approach and more traditional work on approximations 6, 7] that was mentioned earlier.
